
Fitting a Roman Blind outside the 
recess

1500mm

Push in then up to clip in the headrail

Drawings not to scale

This arcticle refers to Outside the recess only

1. Before �tting your Roman blind always place the blind 
against the recess to check that the measurements are all 
correct.

2. Before placing up your brackets make 
sure to measure 150mm from the top of 
the recess to mark your brackets and too 
ensure the drop sits where you planned 
to have it. 

3. Once you have marked everything up 
drill into the marked areas for the �xings of 
the bracket. Once you have drilled into the 
marked areas place a rawlplug in each hole.

4. When done you should be able to 
secure the bracket. Now repeat for 
the brackets. For longer width romans 
we recommend you add more 
brackets  spaced out evenly so that 
you have more security on the weight 
distrbution of the blind.

5. Once all the �xings have been screwed in its 
time to place the blind in the brackets. When 
hanging your roman place your blind in the 
brackets by clipping it into the front catchs then 
push forward and tilt the headrail up into the 
back clips you should hear the blind clip in. 
(Brackets may vary)

6. Now you have �tted your roman 
blind pull on the chain slowly to let the 
roman down and then pull again to 
bring it up to the top.

7. Child saftey is the most important part of 
�tting, so check your product for the 
instructions on how and where to �t the 
device.
 
Child Safety design may vary please refer 
to our child safety device page.

Fitting a Roman Blind inside the 
recess

Drawings not to scale

This arcticle refers to Inside the recess only

1. Before �tting your Roman blind always place the blind 
inside the recess to check that the measurements are all 
correct.

3. Once you have marked everything up 
drill into the marked areas for the �xings of 
the bracket. Once you have drilled into the 
marked areas place a rawlplug in each hole.

4. When done you should be able to 
secure the bracket. Now repeat for 
the other brackets. For longer width 
romans we recommend you add 
more brackets  spaced out evenly so 
that you have more security on the 
weight distrbution of the blind.

5. Once all the �xings have been screwed in its 
time to place the blind in the brackets. When 
hanging your roman place your blind in the 
brackets by clipping it into the front catchs then 
push forward and tilt the headrail up into the 
back clips you should hear the blind clip in. 
(Brackets may vary)

6. Now you have �tted your roman 
blind pull on the chain slowly to let the 
roman down and then pull again to 
bring it up to the top.

7. Child saftey is the most important part of 
�tting, so check your product for the 
instructions on how and where to �t the 
device.
 
Child Safety design may vary please refer 
to our child safety device page.

2. Before placing up your brackets 
measure the window handle remember 
to add atleast 5-10mm clearance for the 
handles, Place your brackets against the 
wall remembering clearance for the 
handles, mark the bracket holes clearly.

Push in then up to clip in the headrail


